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u

THE

Front Page" Box
Office Swamped

SIDELINES
With FHIFER

jl's

ELKLY

guard has brought us
overcast skies and the
"which whispers through the
sycamores. Next time you
along one of Pacific's long
, lanes listen to the rustle of
falling leaves—and think of
poo1r fellow who has to rake
Yes, we're head gardener
^L. .
house, too.
,er Stadium's greensward
looked nice a week ago.
and Co. had a four touch'""picnlc there shortly after our
; '..j n, however, and may have
0
^ j the closely shaven turf
,hat. The invited guests, Mis?!}ligh to you, didn't enjoy themL as much as they had hoped,
they did so in safety (2
e

PSA Members S.C.A. Selects!
Total 986 — 1938 Cabinet
Wenger
Members
Executive Committee
Lines Up Budget

Advance Ticket Sale Heavy For
Little Theatre Premiere
Pacific Little TheaTe opened its box office yester
day to meet the fastel rush of advance business in
fifteen years of product01* for Stockton audiences. Lo
cated in the lobby of tlP Auditorium Building, the box
office will remain opendaily; between the hours of 10
a. m. and 5 p. m„ enabling jay-*
goers to reserve seats for the tiree H
performances of the roaring nf3"
paper comedy, "Front Page," wfch
opens next Thursday night, li
ning through Friday and Saturky*

•

•

racitic (living
Courses For
Nurses

President Buford Bush
Heads New Board

Nine hundred and eighty-six stu
dents of the College of the Pacific
and Stockton Junior College have
become members of the Pacific
Student Association, according to
Norman Wenger of the Comptrol
ler's office who appeared before
the executive committee of the PSA
which met in Anderson Hall last
Tuesday. Purpose of the meeting
was to lay the groundwork for the
drawing up of the budget for the
fall semester, 1938.

Plan To Go South
Next Thursday
With the Bengals

No. 2

Loyola "Special" May
Still Be Chartered

Ten New
Profs At
Pacific

Mrs. Joyce Jacoby, secretary of
the "Y" groups, recently announced
the Student Christian Association
officers for 1938-1939.
The new members of the S. C. A.
Cabinet are: President, Buford
Bush; vice president, Mary Galton;
secretary, Barbara G a m m o n s ;
treasurer, Wesley Dunton; finance
chairman, Irvin Grubbs; chapel,
Helen Hall; membership, Helen
McManus; recreation, Grant Colliver; books, Maxine Oliver; Frosh
Club, Gladys Bartholomew; rooms,
Ten new faculty members have
The committee voted to draft the Carol Beth Meyers.
Other department heads include: been added to the joint faculty list
budget on a percentage basis, with
each activity to receive a set per Race relations, Betty Barron; depu of the College of the Pacific and
cent of the total amount in the tations, Alice Hall; Asilomar and I Stocktoi. Junior College,
PSA coffers. This, the committee conference, Mary Galton; personDne of the ten is Dr
Charles
hopes, will guard against a paucity nel, Edith I jams; social welfare, _T
^
... ,
Norman, who will teach economics
.
of student body funds such as oc Mary Lomprey; peace, Bill Workand business administration in the
curred in the spring semester, 1938. man; crafts, Melvln Gholz; SophoProvisions of the budget will be more Club, Ernest Meyers; co-op- College of the Pacific,
worked out this week by Treasurer eratives, Kenny Farr; and at large nine ADDED IN 3. C.
„
, ,,
Francis Finney and President Er- are Martin Pulich and Fred Abbott.
.
.
, ,,
r, „
To meet the unusual growth in
Besides members of the College
..... , 7
win Farley.
of the Pacific facultv this vear's th® student body of Stockton Junior
of
the
Pacific
faculty,
this
years
college,
the
Stockton
Board
of EduTentative plans for the printing
Advisory
has some of the I
,.
.
, , ,
J Board
,
.
,
, . ,
, , ... cation has elected nine new memof a student directory to include
most prominent and interested citi- , „ .
:
. a
bers to the faculty,
all members of the PSA were dis
zens in Stockton. Each advisory
cussed and passed on to the Pub
Joh-n R' Arnold comes to the
member serves on the various comlication Committee for definite mittees, taking a very active part zooloSy department to teach courses
action.
in general zoology, physiology and
in Its purpose.
Wl'th IT Stagg as an honorary I -ture study. Dr. Arnold received
A committee to settle all ques
tions of student body fee refunds member and President Knoles and his A.B. degree at Fresno State
was appointed by President Farley. President Orton as ex-officio mem College, his M.A. at the University
Members of the group include Art bers, the others are: Miss Lor of California and his Ph.D. at Cor
Irish, Elton Cencirulo and Farley. raine Knoles, chairman, Mrs. R. nell University, where he has been
A committee to handle the forth A. Brady, Mrs. Fred Ellis, Mrs. doing research work for the past
two years. He has taught at Coacoming class elections, also ap Bert Swenson, Miss Ellen Deerlng,
linga High School and Coalinga
pointed, includes Betty Rae Stone Mr. W. G. Young, and Dr. H. H.
Junior College.
and Bob Kientz.
Frost.
BETZ, CLARK
Edward S. Betz, new speech in
structor, has had unusually fine
debate coaching experience at Hast
ings College. He received his A.B.
degree from Hastings College and
his M.A. from Denver University.
He has taught at Holdrege, Ne
braska High Schol and at Hastings
College.
The appointment of Mr. Fred J.
Clark as instructor in chemistry
makes possible the extension of the
By BUFQviiD BUSH
chemistry offerings to meet the
(Editor's Note: This i /°rim little saga is a brief demands of the nurses' training
chronicle of the stark realities of elemental life on that work which is receiving
^
o unusually
frontier of hunia,ii experi^, ch®—Men's Hall. As a brief I favorable acceptance among the
the inmates, it I new enrollees. Mr. Clark comes to
study of the profound
n habftS of
delves within their innc lost beings in a revealing Stockton from the staff of Call
search of their culture ar "customs. Obtained at great fornia Institute of Technology. He
sacrifice and effort; the stc? jY is here presented as glean- received his A.B. at the university

Nine Added To J. C.
Faculty; One, C. 0. P.

150 Rooters Needed For Train Leaving
Thursday; Team Departs 1:45 P. M.
Pacific's hopes for a gigantic special train to Los
Angeles next Thursday for the Bengal's season opener
with Loyola were dealt a heavy blow yesterday when
the Board of Athletic Control voted against a motion
to send the Band south for the game.
One hundred and fifty people are needed to assure

• the chartering of the "special"
from the Santa >fe, Atchison and
Topeka Railroad. However, only
one hundred rooters will be re
quired in order to obtain the
STUDENT RATES
special rate of $8.10, round trip.
All seats are reserved, and |aIn the latter case, if the rooters
le
cific students and faculty are H
numbered one hundred but not
|jjt major foes to trample the to get choicest locations throffh
one hundred and fifty, special cars
•tlful green grass that the gar- the special student season ticpt
would be added to a regular pass
,r! have worked so hard to which provides oitfhestra seats^t
"On to Chicago" is the slogan enger train, but there would be
this summer will be the Big only 60 cents, a reduction of oP~
of Alumni Secretary Bob Burns as no individual "C. O. P. Special."
•
little brothers, otherwise third. In order to get the seats yu
The
School
of
Education,
Dick Patriquin, Rally Committee
he makes plans for one of the larg
Bed the Cal Ramblers. Let's hope prefer, all students and faciiy
through
Dr.
J.
William
Harris,
member
in charge of the special
f lights shine more favorably on
est
alumni
affairs
In
the
history
members are urged to call at ^
train arrangements, states: "We
Dean, is co-operating with Mrs.
orange and black than they did box-office early. The season scr
of the college, a joint dinner of
feel confident that there are one
year. Remember?
tickets, containing six admisst
Rena Virtue, Superintendent of
the College of the Pacific alumni hundred students, faculty mem
which may be used any num
Nurses at the San Joaquin General
and the University of Chicago alum bers and friends who will want to
for any performance are still av;
ni residing in the Los Angeles area. take advantage of this very eco
unatical errors are termed able at the box-office. Individ: Hospital, in working out a pro
tin newsrooms, are the bane of tickets are now available at $1, 7! gram of training for registered
The affair, honoring Coach and nomical opportunity to see the
South and cheer the Tigers on to
newspaperman's existence. Ten and 50c, according to location.
nurses in this locality. The pro
Mrs. Amos Alonzo Stagg, will be victory."
^jtes after the first WEEKLY
Orders from downtown custo gram is planned for nurses who
held at the Royal Palms Hotel in COST REASONABLE
,,tared on the campus, Dr. Fred ers are pouring in rapidly, stim
wish to meet the new require
LO3 Angeles on Thursday evening,
Cost of the trip, always a press
- tarlev politely informed us that lated by the cooperation of t!
September 29, thus acting as a ing problem, has been shaved to
£ pulled a bull.
Stockton Newspaper Guild mert ments in education set by the
0 o. Mclntyre once told the bership, and by the popularity o State Board.
"spirit promoter" for the Loyola $8.10, round trip, not including
hotel accommodations.
Arrange
These education courses will be
jjjy of an erudite editoV in the the play itself, most famous in th
game as well as for the Chicago
ments have been made with the
Kidwest who became irate at the cycle of popular plays about th alternated in such a manner that
game on November 11.
business office whereby all stud
eventually the nurses will be able
mutant butcheries of the English gentlemen of the press."
Eugene Rouse, president of the ents having bills with the College
to fulfill the complete program
which appeared in his
MINSON TAKES LEAD
University of Chicago Alumni Asso of the Pacific will be able to
of requirements.
planins. One day after a long list
With the box-office crew very
ciation, and Beryl Burchfiel, '24, place the cost of the train fare
AIMS OF COURSE
[' bungles showed up he wrote a
busy "out fronf," "back stage" is a
vice-president of the Pacific Asso on their bills. This includes ail
g bulletin promising to sack
The course offered this semester
scene of intense activity with Stageciation of Los Angeles, are making Senior College students and all
whole crew If it happened
n History of Education covers In
manager John Crabbe supervising
plans for the meeting. President Junior College enrollees living on
His three - hundred - word
me
semester
both
the
European
stage construction and Director
and Mrs. Tully Knoles are also to the campus.
fBipic contained four terrible De Marcus Brown driving a cast ind American History of Educabe guests of honor. William Geery,
All persons interested in going
tills" which.were carefully ringed
of 20 players. Eugene Minson of ion. The subject is approached
M. G. M. star, Class of '33, will pre to Los Angeles for the game via
, red by one of the guilty parties.
rom
a
cultural
rather
than
a
Alameda plays the ace reporter
sent vocal numbers, and motion train are urged to sign up im
Oh yes, what was the "bull"? We "Hildy" Johnson, who has a tough eacher-trainlng point of view. It
pictures of both C. O. P. and Chi mediately so that the Rally Com
liuply attached the singular time trying to break away from the ms to meet the needs of the
cago campuses will be shown.
mittee can determine the exact
•Silve" to the plural "amici." For newspaper game in order to be telligent layman who seeks to
The banquet is being staged number of rooters going. Students
hi benefit of Dr. Farley and the married. Vada Ward, of Stockton, jew education in relation to genmainly for the promotion of the are advised to watch the Daily
nther erudite individuals who no- in the role of "Peggy" Grant is the al social progress,
special C. O. P. train which is leav Bengal Bulletin for further infor
ad bull" number one, "Salvete,
he
textbook
used
In
this
class
magnet pulling "Hildy" away from
ing for Chicago on November 7. It mation regarding the train ac
one written by a personal friend
the press room, while Howard
is expected that many Chicago commodations and to make the
Dr.
Harris,
Dean
J.
F.
MessThurston plays the managing edi
alumni, as well as those of Pacific, necessary arrangements with the
ger,
Dean
of
the
School
of
tor, "Walter" Burns, who stops
will join the northern rooters at business office, if and when the
Orv Fletcher's shining new
lucatlon at the University of
Bars tow and go East.
ir of galluses "attacheci fore and at nothing to keep his "hooks" oh Ijaho, with whom he has taught
rooter's special becomes an act
the rowdy Swede reporter wh
uality.
•of te pants and parsing in a
for
several
summer
sessions
in
covers sensational crime stories fo:
iceful rve over each shoulder."
The train bearing the football
Idaho.
the Chicago "Herald-Examiner."
uhion notice) Oh, don't you
squad is the Santa Fe Streamliner,
Jack Kemp and Georg Meyersjls'T RSES ATTENDING
iwwhat galluses are?leaving Stockton, 1:45 * p. m.
are genuine real-life reporters who! The following persons, totaling
c®;Ilf°rnia at Los An^eles and
ieveral of Stagg's little boys enRooters may accompany the team
uncensored nt^es
taken
from
the
body
of
?'
will appear in the Front Page castf<wenty-eight, have registered for ed from. the,, ....
,r .,
.
,
.
,
his A.M. and nine semesters of
id the washing pool a thoughton this train for the fare of $9.10
the
raving
thing
which
ga\te
its
reason
in
an
heonc
at
representing the Newspaper Guild.fhis course:
graduate work at Stanford Uni
administration provided them
round trip. The Santa Fe Stream
They are members of the Stockton Elvira Arnold, Ruth Barrett, tempt to complete a one-nig^analytical study.)
versity.
the lawn between the practice
liner
is
completely
modern
For
the
benefit
of
all
Junior
Record staff.
Victoria Bell, Helen Bettes, Edith
Within
this
heavily
barricaded
in-*
Mr. Thomas Connolly, formerly
I and the clubhouse. I guess the
throughout with a radio in each
College students, Dean Cor
OTHER SHOWS COMING
W- Blomquest, Edyth Botkin, Le- ner room, armed with a spray gun of today—or rather they controlled of Stockton High School faculty
water must be very soothing to
car, and offers the utmost in rail
son's office wishes to call
A wildly exciting story, played |ha Butler, Viola Carlson, Olivia for protection and a box of candy
the second floor of their section. and of Taft Junior College,, be
i and blistered feet, especially
road facilities.
attention to the very definite
at the fastest possible pace, win |-ase' Mildred Coyle, Helen Creigh- for purposes of peaceful penetra
comes
instructor
in
economics
in
er they've been cramped in the
If enough rooters sign up to
The ground floor of each section
rules
of
attendance
quoted
n,
Marie
Crowell,
"Vera
Demittion, I am prepared to spend the
make "THE FRONT PAGE" a
Stockton Junior College with the
"toes of stiff new shoes.
make
possible the "special," it
housed
the
overflow
and
non-frat
from
the
Stockton
Junior
Col
very popular opening for the cam- >ff, Emily Eskuehe, Margaret next twelve hours observing the
opening of the fall term. He re
will leave Stockton sometime
lege Bulletin:
IS •
•
«
•
m
ceived his A.B. degree at Stanford
pus theatre's regular season of six 'ennell, Helen Gould, Cora Green, same seventy-five inmates through men.
Thursday evening, arrive in Lo3
What's that outside the window? and his M.A. at the University of
"1. When a student's ab
Jr. Tully C. Knoles found out at
major productions. Tentative an atherine Guiliani, Hamel Huck- personal observation and—horrors
Angeles the following morning.
Oh! Merely some friendly over
sence
in
any
course
(for
any
Student-Faculty Reception that nouncements for the balance of the .1, Irene Kennedy, Irene McMilSouthern California,
by sound.
RALLY WEDNESDAY
tures. A ringing alarm clock sus
reason except extended ill
* examination boners aren't all schedule include the beautiful n, Helen Medlin, Bernice MontMiss Grace Cornog, assistant proSo far it is a quiet evening—
Ernie Atkinson, Rally Commit
ness—two days or more) ex
tore. For instance, take this one a "Liliom," set for December first; a mery, Ruth Morrell, Jenny Pe- ONLY 3 radios and two showering pended on a string from the 3®c- I fe^o"r* in home economics and art,
tee chairman, announced that the
ceeds two times the number of
Blent pulled: "In America people new popular comedy, "George and
Gertrude
Riddle, Mayme song-birds. Exceedingly quiet for ond floor. But I must let It ring for comes from Russell Sage College
big pre-game rally will be held
if I reach, I will most certainly be at Troy, New York, where Miss
times the class meets per week,
("executed by elocution."
mering, and Goldie Weed.
building with such a colorful
Margaret," opening January 19;
Wednesday evening at 7:30 in the
drowned by a bucket of water to Cornog has been developing work
he will be failed automatically
ton see, while Dr. Knoles was "The Ghost of Yankee Doodle," an
history. Colorful it is, for in the
Outdoor Theatre. "Pop" Gordon's
in the course. Each instructor
the accompaniment of strident yells in clothing and home decoration
funding his theories about the other current Broadway success
year 1924, when it was erected, it
is authorized to make further
groan and grunters, denied the
^ropean situation in the rather scheduled to begin February 23; on
was THE building of the Campus. which seem to be the only means which_ with the addition of interior
restrictions according to the
chance to go to Los Angeles, will
tot'd atmosphere of Anderson the same date in March a play yet
communication among the decoration> merchandising art and
A "BUZZY" EVENING
nature of his course."
blow their mightiest in the fare
tribes.
Also
I
mustn't
throw
a
shoe
toial Hall, Laverne Lagorio drop- to be named, and on June 10th in
display> and decorative textiles, she
Ah! There goes an electric razor
It is sincerely hoped that
well send-off to the team.
at it for it might be my alarm wju teach here_ Miss Cornog re
to to the floor in a dead faint. Dr.
over
the
top"
storming
the
re
the October Theatre, the Greek
freshmen and the many sopho
toaddus and Miss Richards were
clock.
ceived
her
A.B.
degree
at
the
Unidoubts and two of the blaring
classic, "Electra."
mores who believed that last
so all ended well,
versity of Iowa and her M.S. at
radios have been taken and BARRIERS CAME DOWN
In addition to this major season,
Bob Bastian and Francis
year's rules of attendance still
entally, did you ever try beWell,
quiet
reigns,
so—After
the
the
University
of
Chicago.
Since
silenced.
Wonderful
thing
the
Pacific Little Theatre also oper
Finney, co-editors of _the Narapply will observe this.
on time at a reception? That's
exodus
of
the
frats
into
their
own
1936
she
has
been
teaching
courses
razor as an inducement to radio
(mjalo, announce that porates the Studio Theatre where ten
way of getting past the line
control! As a weapon of defense buildings, which was initiated by in clothing and textiles at Russell
productions will be staged during
raits will be taken starting
tohout meeting it.
Omega Phi in 1925, the embat- Sage College,
londay, October 3, at Anderit's invaluable.
the year, mostly under student di
Jiybe Dr.
Harold S. Jacoby
But back in history when the tied divisional walls were removed njcjjqLS SPAULDING
on Hall. These will be taken
rection, and including some
Iftt to change his name to DunkMr
EgPert Ray Nichols comes
Roy Flood, special annual
campus was a hay field miles from and a lobby and interconnecting
iginal scripts.
"!'• A lot of us are finding it
Karl Hanson, appointed chair
Stockton Junior College as Insotographer.
civilization and better off for it, halls installed, which made the
o
torer difficult to remember to call
man of the Student Affairs Com
in English and speech
structor
Appointment schedule blank
Men's Hall was built. But this building into its present plan.
R
' -Jacoby by her new cognomen,
mittee at the close of last semes
Did you hear that comment? For frQm the University of Wyoming,
(ill be posted next week. All
building in which I sit was built
Today at 5:00 p. m. the Radio ter, officially resigned from office
udents who will need picnot as Men's Hall but THE fra these people it was an achieve- Mr Nichols will offer courses in Studio stages its first drama.
at the first meeting held Tuesday,
res in the Naranjado, speternity. Not one fraternity but all ment. One of the docile (they be- fundamentals of speech, argumenjjto to be in order this week
The drama consists of an September 20. Hanson's new duties
come that way when sleepy or tation and debate. He received his
tically all graduate, fraternthree
of
the
present
fraternities.
for the lousiest pun pub
adaptation of Robert Louis Stev as cashier for the Junior College
it and sorority members,
In those days it was one unit com sleeping) asked quietly for quiet AB degree at the University of
. - Did you ever see a foot
enson's much-discussed story "The forced him to relinquish the chair
and
got
it.
At
times
these
peos
and
his
R.M.
at
Cornell
^ase make their appointRedland
posed of three sections which, un
•'J (Or hear a football?) '
Sire of Maletroit." The story manship.
4nts at that time.
like the present sections, were com pie show elemental human charac- university.
, - you know that ya still gotta
takes place in France in 1429, and
teristics.
jj;r.
John
Gordon
Spaulding
be
A new chairman will be elected at
pletely
isolated
by
solid
divisional
California's
Delta
chapter
of
Pi
a football hero? If you didn't
is characterized by the following the next meeting of the committee
But
back
to
our
discussion.
Bees
assistant
professor
in
Engcom
Delta, national honorary
walls. Each section had a separate
watch the hero worship on the Kappa
people: Sire Maletroit, Bob Lan- and two new members, including
entrance without inter-section con yond repainting, recleanlng, and jjgn, from the faculty of the Uni•'Wi girls' faces as one of Pa- forensic society established dn the
ning; Blanch de Malitroit, Reba one freshman representative, are to
more
than
repairing
after
each
versity
of
California,
to
take
over
Pacific
campus
in
1922,
held
the
nections
rf! huskies goes striding by.
Sinclair; Denis de Boileau, Clair be appointed by President Erwin
My observations are bearing fruit. semester, no major changes have | the reading and writing laboratory
some of their more sophisti- first business session of the year
Tatton; the Priest, Max Gobel.
been made within the history of
Farley.
.
.
I
have
just
witnessed
the
caste
last
Tuesday
evening.
Continued on Page 2
5 elders are the same way.
The story is about a young man
Business of the first meeting in
system in operation-—the Sopho the present class. The Hall has gone
The major item of business at the
f°n't kid yourself, though. Wo
while being chased by some cluded discussion of student body
AUady well started on a season mores engaged in silencing one of on year by year, but in thjs year
it 1(1 »t "On the SIDELINES" ad- meeting was the election of offi
drunken Parisians takes refuge in cards. The committee has issued
t (hem too, win, lose, or draw, cers. The new officers are as fol full q activities, the Student Chris the showering Freshman song-birds. of grace, 1938, an innovation in
a house. After entering the house warnings that student body cards
campus
life,
a
club
room
will
be
in
•i St#
tian
Vgsociatlon
Wednesday
night
lows: President, Martin Pulich;
It is peculiar the effect that Pa
' being
Denis finds that he has fallen are non-transferable and students
:l "to-laityg human, we find victory vice-president, Doris Hancock; sec sponged the first "Big Sing" of cific's famous Conservatory and stalled. This club room, together
sweet.
into a trap laid by Sire Maletroit found guilty of violating this rule
i
retary-treasurer, Bill Biddick; and the %son.
hot water have upon the lowest per with the refinished, refurnished
for his niece's lover. Maletroit's will be denied the privilege of mem
>#
Un<^r the leadership of Grant sonalities among the .inmates—the lobby, will make Men's Hall one of
reporter, Harriet Kientz. Outgoing
niece had begged him to leave bership in the PSA.
the
best-dressed
and
equipped
build-1
Collivt^
chairman,
the
"Big
Sing'
"T. Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg officers include the following;
freshmen. It engenders a danger
the door unlocked so that her
Present members of the Student
on the lawn In front of ous belief that they above all others ings.
^ohie A" is one of the few President, Louis Sandine; vice- was
Dr. Vlastimil Kybal, Czechoslo- lover could enter. Sire Maletroit
•
o—
Affairs Committee appointed last
. tos in the country who haven't president, Edwin Farley; secretary- Andean Hall, starting at 7:30. If are inherent of all the world's
vakian minister to Mexico and erst
holds Denis captive for two hours term includes Lora Lou Childs, sec-,
those ^ charge of the program con operatic talent.
the winner in the Big Ten, treasurer, Gregg Phlfer,
while professor of history at the
and then forces him to marry his retary. Bill Biddick, Mary Galton,
®'f> Six, and the Ivy League.
I have digressed. In the begin
Professor Edward Betz and Bill sider he turnout favorable, this
University of Prague, spoke to
niece. Within the two hours Denis Irvin Grubbs, June Lane, Norman
( eports he had even refused Biddick were appointed to com activity will be continued.
p.S.A. members yesterday on the
ning, the Rhizites, Omegas, and
and Blanch fall in love.
Lamb, Rae Hungerford, Erwin Far
The
next
in
a
series
of
S.C.A.
Czechoslovakian situation. His talk
plete arrangements for the annual
Archites, each controlled a section
The following radio schedule ley, ex-offlcio, Miss Opal Berg,
1 J6!,'11 as saying, "We haven't got intramural tournament sponsored activiti(S will be the first Fresh of the building which would cor
was clear-cut, showed a true in
will be presented next week:
dean of women, and James Cor
U, 'nS- I guess it's the cellar for by Pi Kappa Delta. A new local man Qub meeting today at 7:30 respond to the individual Houses
sight on the question.
Mon: 1:30—Dr. Knoles' World son, dean of men.
Boo
p.
m.
Hiss
Gladys
Bartholomew
is
J? h ;H°o!"
constitution was read, corrected,
All those who have filed appli-1 L)r. Kybal came to Pacific after
Today.
o
' it about time for the first and adopted by the vote of the chairmtn and Miss Helen Danner
cations with the Junior College addressing large groups at the
Tues.: 2:00—College Hi Lights
is
to
cl|
aperon. All Freshmen are
Employment Bureau and have not University of California. There his
group.
by Bill Becker and Howard Thurs
welcom#. Also on today's calendar
.—
-o
filled out schedules of time avail-1 topic was "Czechoslovakia Among
11 to appear? We always did
ton.
at 12:35 p. m. is the first meeting
able
for
work
are
urged
to
come
the
Nations."
He
presented
with
his
Ve in being foresighted.
Weds.—Verse and Melody, fea
of the Interracial Friendship Group
All students who have not taken
immediately to the Personnel Office lecture motion pictures of the Czech
turing the Conservatory students the Thurston Psychological and
under tbe leadership of Miss Betty
Tuesday night the members of and do so. Dick Eaton of the bu- national life. •
i;
Barron, chairman. This meeting the Science division and their wives reau also requests that unemployed
• r| R- Jackson is getting plenty
There is perhaps no other man directed by Art Farley. Verse and Iowa Reading Tests and who can
at the letter "r." All during
will be held In the S.C.A. rooms were entertained at dinner by Dr applicants call at the Personnel as well qualified to speak on his Melody will be a program of fa not furnis'r -n official report of
The having taken It elsewhere, must
and anyone interested is invited.
Practice last spring it rained.
and Mrs. Arthur Bawden at Pete' Office for interviews as there are own nation than Dr- Kybal. He is mous poems set to music.
Just before midnight last Mon
talfe them this Saturday morning
that it's football season it day night, Dr. Clarence Larson's
recognized throughout Europe as a time has not been announced.
Cafe in Valley Springs. Welcom two or three places now vacant.
Thurs: 1:45-2:15—Pacific Sym in the auditorium.
Last reports had him mov
The J. C. Employment Bureau leading authority orl the Renaising speeches were given by Dr.
dreams were fulfilled. At the St
Thurston Psychological, 9 a. m.
, South Carolina or Georgia,
Bawden and Principal Orton fol consists of Dean James Corson sance and Reformation; he has posium under the direction of Dr.
Joseph Maternity Hospital ah
McCall, featuring his new class.
Iowa Reading, 10 a. m.
^tooted him a..' saying, "I nevah
of
the
Junior
College,
Mrs.
Jones
been
minister
to
(Italy,
Spain,
Arlowing
the
meal.
Plans
were
sug
Junior College classes will not be
eight-pound boy was born to MrsFri.: 5:00-5:30 — Radio Stage,
Students who are taking only
gentlna, Brazil and Mexico, bring
i 'o heah an 'r' again."
Larson.
Reliable reports stat« held Tuesday, September 27, be gested to have monthly dinner of the Personnel Office, and Dick
the reading test will please wait
ing to each of these countries the John Crabbe director.
that Dr. Larson has ceased hi# cause of the School Bond Issue meetings of this kind in order that Eaton. It was started by Robert
All programs will be heard over in the foyer until after psy
best of his homeland in friendship
fytoflon. others ofton, tnyselt' feverish pacing in the Science Election. Senior College classes will the science members can have some Bartlett and supervised by Dean
chological test to avoid confusion.
KGDM.
and
statesmanship.
James
Corsor^
means
of
meeting
together.
be held a« usual.
Building.
' "-Leighton.

San Joaquin Hospital
Sends 28 Students

•Bulls,"

•

Alumni Dinner
Joins C. O. P.,
Chicago

HISTORY OF MEN'S HALL
DUG UP BY SEARCHER
WEEKLY Prober, Despite Interruption, Reveals
Little Known Facts About-Vrjcal Madhouse

On Campus

.

.

ATTENDANCE
RULE GIVEN
BY J. C.

NARANJADO
PORTRAITS
COMING

Stevenson Play
Aired Today

^nations

.

.

.

Hanson Resigns As
Student Affairs
Chairman

Pulich Chosen New
Pi Kappa Delta
President

'Y Holds First
'Bg Sing'

Czech Minister To
Mexico Speaks
At Assembly
li

J. C.Bureau
Has Jobs

Science Moguls
Hold Dinner

, BEAT CHICAGO!
.Coach

.

.

"It's A Boy"
Dr. Larson Beams

Notice, Frosh!

J. C.Gets Holiday

A^ble Quote

1
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—By BASTIAN

THE LID IS OFF
oiticially, on . h e 1938 football
Friday
„ i » h t when Amos Alonzo S t a g g s Bengal b a t p e r s
meet the leonine warriors.of Loyola 111 Giln
Ilium Los Angeles. While Pacific's veteran m e n t o r
is putting the final touches on his latest grid mac line
rettine it in high gear for the season debut plans are
S K a p a e ^ o f e n d a represeotative bund o L T t g e j
th to support the team. Ernie A t k m rooters down so) U
cohorts a r e striving t o
Zswuplhe large™'COP, delegation ever to m a k e
a southward trek with the g n d d e r s .
I n their way, the plans of the Rally
are as important as the details connected with sending
football squad t o the City of Angels. Certainly the
squad will g o a n d perhaps play a bang-u^ b r a ^ d of
ball, regardless of whether a_ rooters train follows
them down. But -and here is a point to be considered
every student that prides himself, or ^erse/f an
lLZZlguuecon7ges'pirit-the chances ot the team
WINNING that opener at Gilmore will be 1000 (one
thousand) per cent greater if there is a ™otin 'lootm ,
bunch of Seeyopeeyites raising a little of that old vocal
support in the stands. I t is not necessary here t o g o
into a long psycho-analytical study of the advantage^
ous effect of cheering on a college team Suff ce i t to
say that the men on the team do feel t h e value a n d
appreciate the presence of friendly faces a n d voices m
those stands, so oft vast and totally bereft of notice
able partisans of the visiting aggregation.
Not far amiss is the statement some wise member
of the Rally Committee made recently: The team
needs the students just about as much as the students
need t h e tea m . T h a t big Loyola "special is waiting
on the track for you a n d you and you. If you can t "cut
the financial buck,'' find a ride, hitch-hike, b u t get
down to Los Angeles some way. Give the team the
boost that it needs. Make the Southern California a i e a
Pacific-conscious by becoming a member of the big
gest band of Bengal-boomers t h a t ever roared out o
Stockton. See you at Gilmore!

UP FOR CONSIDERATION

.

.

VIA GROSSE

£ead<
GLADYS HUGHES

„ ATMOSPHERE

ORCHESTRAL MUSIC
is week we haven't gone very
Though made up of different in . ifield for our first two offerstruments, the orchestra may be .a In fact, we've taken them
regarded as a unit from the point Vj the heart of San Francisco.
of view of composer, conductor or " is fiction; the other is not.
audience. At present we will disre "i are by the same author,
gard the conductor's share and L-les Caldwell Dobie, who knows
consider only parts of the compos" ^.city far better than most San
er's work, and certain points that wiciscans.
is "San Francisco Adventures
...j audience may look for when
novel which is really a collechearing orchestral music.
"
of entertaining short stories.
We may divide orchestral history
one a
young Bohemian
eaDU UI1C
CL
into three periods: classical, which IJ each
is characterized by use of simpe *f .Vitek, has adventures in the
tone colors: modern, which utilized jeign quarter of San Francisco.
tone colors to suggest a story or a -,ek is a simple peasant who has
old country, bringtheme; ultra-modern, which has !tie from the
s
~ his
-U?o {/loals
only his dreams,
ideals, hiS
gone to extremes with tone color
llingness
to
work,
and
his great
and involved chords to produce imi
tations and characterizations of d boundless heart. In San Fran
co he finds a job and friends,
many kinds.
In classical orchestration the in e feel that we can honestly promstruments stand out by themselves, i you a soft, warm, sentimental
in fairly clear contrast to the eling 'round your heart when you
mingled world of sound" in which lish the saga of Josef and his
modern composers work. Mozart, iends.
Schubert, Mendelssohn and many Entirely different from his ficothers were composers of the on about the Bohemians, Italians,
•ermans and Slavs of the foreign
classical type.
The modern composer took ad- uarter is Mr. Dobie s brilliant
vantage of the larger orchestra, at on_fiction, "San Francisco Chinathis later date, and wrote two partsown.» jn this book he tells the hisfor a single kind of instrument^ry of thlg fascinating portion of
instead of one, as did the classica^an Francisco, liberally intersperscomposer. This is commonly calledng. lt with anecdotes, personal and
divided writing. With such moderi^herwise. All the spirit and flavor
mixtures of tone, the instrumental the Chinatown you have seen so
colors are blended in remarkabl|many> many times is here, and the
fashion. Modern composers bavwatel._coiors hy Suydam are charmbeen so busy hunting for new conjing For an evening of sparkling
binations of color that they ha' entertainment (in which, inci
forgotten to write interest!; dentally, you learn a great deal)
music.
read "San Francisco Chinatown."
"WHODUNITS"—-For those of you
IMPRESSIONISM
The parallel between impressio who prefer the "who done it" type
ism in music and art is fairly exa of fiction, we recommend "Walk
If an old school picture is reduc With Care" by Patricia Wentworth
to black and white it shows mu This is one of those interesting
little things in which the corpse
more accurate drawing than
impressionistic picture would uni comes back to life. The most enter
the same conditions. Similarly, taining character (or can we call
him that?) was Ananias, the par
music, if a classical work is
ranged for piano it shows g rot, who always had an answer for
themes and clear development everyone and instinctively disliked
murderers on sight.
these themes Into tonal struct
Pacific has been established
Also good in the mystery line
while many modern compositi
the home office of the newly-cre if so treated, appear dull and
are George Gibbs' "Hunted,"' a
love story-murder mystery set in
ated inter-collegiate radio script otis. Outstanding composers
exchange. The only one of its modern music may be listedjs Indian country and revolving about
a haunted mesa, and Ellery Queen's
Liszt, Berlioz and Wagner.
,vind, the exchange was organized
"The American Gun Mystery," all
The present ultra-modern
\his summer at University of Iowa
about a murder at the rodeo In
posers seem to strive for
hrough the efforts of John Crabbe
Madison Square Garden, New York
color by broadening the limi
pacific's radio director.
impressionism. The old harmoes City. Both are exciting, entertain
'Incorporated jin the exchange are
do not seem to suffice. The styf ing and well up In the B-plus class.
diversities, colleges and high
that seemed natural to a Dubuss That's about thirty for today—
.chools in the following states
or a Stravinsky have led some, so next week we'll tell you about
California, Connecticut, Ohio, Arileast, into a deliberate search f some of the newer plays that make
sona, Alabama, Washington, Idaho,
odd effects. The more radical mus good reading. But remember, If you
Iowa, Minnesota, South Dakota,
has gotten to such a point that o: have some type of book or particu
and Kansas.
could readily compose a modern) lar book you want the world to
AH scripts will be sent to the
piece by sitting at the piano w; know about, just drop us a line via
home office and redistributed, giv eyes shut and banging the; ki the WEEKLY OFFICE and we'll
ing the individual studios oppor
do our best to satisfy you. Tallyho,
board at random. If he has
tunities to have their scripts broad regard for rhythm and puts a
o
casted in different localities.
dence at the end, he can have |
improvisation taken down byt
baters eventually become PSA recording machine, written <,
prexys? (Add 1.)
orchestrated and sold as a modn
piece.
HOW'RE YA DOIN'?

J

Radio Tech
Lab Ready

.

COLLEGIANA

yHEN YOU

PRIMO YOB CONDUCTING

THIS

Williams.
Sophomores:
President,
Ken
Klass, Tom French, Glen Harter;
Vice Presidents Beverly Miller,
iail Bqi
Adrian
Squires; Treasurer, Max
Gobel, Bill Biddick; Secretary,

is Pacific. H e r green lawns a n d long lines of trees
form a perfect setting for the background of tradition
which is her proudest heritage. W e wh o have passed a H a m l l t o n B "gg3.
President,
Barrie
in lipr
r
Pi
few years in
her Finllc
halls liqvo
have 1»oi-noU
learned t o love her, for
she a t Freshmen:
evens ^es E
otters us not only splendid educational facilities but] Vice President, Charlotte Peterson,
also a n opportunity t o mature spiritually a n d morally. Oscar Gowing, Harry Platek, Al
Occasionally, however, something arises t o mar fred Epp; Secretary, Margaret
Stafford, Claire Pratt, Nona Ry
her beauty: something which-violates her traditions der, Lois Bugbee, Jerry Olton,
and her spirit. T o d a y Stadium Drive is the scene of Charmaine Cash; Treasurer,
such beauty-destroying events. Like so m a n y squaws Breese Smith, Clyde Hogan, Bob
Monnigan.
the young men squat paying homage t o enticing gods.
-o
Occasionally one remarks, "Well, I won six-bits to
day, a n d he scurries off to class hoping the professor S. C. A. Frosh Club
will overlook his unprepared lesson.
Meets Tonight
W e who are proud of Pacific d o not want to see First meeting of Frosh Club of
the gambling habit take hold on our campus. W e come the S. C. A. will be tonight at
to the College of the Pacific o r to the Stodkton Junior 1:30 in the S. C. A. rooms. A11
are invited—so come
College to learn t o play the g a m e of life courageously freshment
and let's start off with a bang!
a n d well, not to take refuge in petty pleasures which Indoor track meet and all the
trimmings are on the schedule.
tear down character rather t h a n build.
This group will organize and se
Will you be proud enough of your college t o w a n t lect officers for the year and
to make her proud of you ? Let's d i g this cancer off the will be a part of the Student
I acific campus before official action is necessarv. Christian Association. Come and
get acquainted with all your fel
I . G. low classmates.

-A

THIS IS A FILLER.
a filler is when someone says '
b
are absolutely 100 per cent c
s
and right" instead of saytng
In a shellhole, it's where so
0* iK'p®
wants to take up two extra
•)! J*
p
before the station identify
«e''0i1 ,lt )
the filler does the same work W"\ »n> N- C 0 ..,
you apply it to a column. The ,V "V ' ro i- 1
schools here and there 0v8t >iA -,vltfl „«rd ' .
countryside seemed to
o»
, oHf
clared an embargo on news
91k"'
V
t»e
printing. The tremendous sclej ('
d»pc
facts and the little happen)n
t* ) nt1'
0
es t
happen here and there are ntt. rlltf ^tid- phi fl)
ly missing from the pages of X
campus papers. I could have
,ce.
,1
that there was no news worth V"1 ,hc "'r"' th«
thing, but look at the big
"> en«r 10
you would have missed. En/"'r)l 'K wap0

Radio Studio To

next week before the Publications Committee and
Exchange Scripts
C
Executive Committee is a question concerning a pro
posed new service for members of the Pacific Student
Association. T h i s project involves the possible print One of the most interesting science O
i n g of a complete P S A student directory for the first courses in the Junior College cur L
time in history.
riculum is Radio Technology. It
Such a directory would fill a long-felt need a m o n g and its laboratory is a compromise L
between a tra.de school course and
the students for a comprehensive guide t o all persons an
engineering course.
E
in the Pacific Student Association, on campus or off. The purpose, as defined by the
At least that is the opinion of members of the Execu instructor, Mr. Herbert Welch, is to G
train students who are interested
tive Committee, in whose midst the idea
was
hatched.
, «
,1
„„
I in radio
I cLUlO but
UUL who
WI1U UttVC
have llcLU.
had no exSketchy plans tentatively suggested by the e x com- l i e n c e a l o n g t h a t l i n e The
! i.i... call
11 for
£ .. iL ..
. ,VI-.| nil i w /\f
PUrl directories
/I 1A1"1PC I equipment
•
i. is
•_ specially
4 — 11.. designed for
mittee
the mimeographing
of said
the
course,
including
a textbook
a t minimum cost. T h e books would contain names of
written by Welch and Eby. The
By TWINCHELL
all P S A members, with their addresses a n d telephone instructor plans to teach the prinnumbers, and perhaps a similar list of faculty members, mpies of the vacuum tube, to build Now that we have picked the
Naturally, this project would entail some ex simple radio sets for study pur watermelon seeds out of our teeth
poses, involving practical servicing
penditure, hut this could easily be defrayed by placing of sets as well as going into the and decided that the Rhizites
aren't such bad guys after all
the directories on sale t o all student body members amateur sending and receiving
(please note, Mr. Editor), it is
for the conservative sum of five cents. J u s t think of it, problem.
Plans are made to gradually build high time we stopped slapping
men, for one measly nickel you can discover the phone up this course and its equipment the freshmen on the back (or
number and address of that little blonde number wh o until it will represent the best lower back) and administered
has been knocking your eye out every morning in possible course in Radio Tech to them their final entrance ex- TAKE A BREATH!
16. Do you know the best little
nology.
history class. Vice versa, the timid fernrne is given a n
"spot" in town after the dance?
Other plans include the possi ams.
opportunity to make more contacts (a n d perhaps, con bility of an amateur radio station You, Mr. or Miss Peagreene, (Add 2.)
quests) which a r e a m o n g the more cnrichening ex in the Science building. Applica may be taking bonehead English 17. Are you getting bald or
for a license will probably after the English A exam, you grey in college? (Add 1.)
periences of college life. T h e r e a r e n o limits t o the tion
may have rated inbecile on your
be filed sometime this fall.
18. If you are a woman, do you
possibilities of the considered directory a s a n aid t o
psychological, and second grade express violent opposition to pet
on your reading ex, but don't let ting, necking, etc. in large discus
locating the right person a t the right time. ( N o use
Class Elections
that bother you. This is to test sion groups? (Add 1.)
getting left, is there, fellas?)
your C. Q. (Collegiate Quotient)
19. If you practice what you
Speaking specifically, however, the Publications Held Thursday
and if you score perfect you are preach (See questioon 18.) (Sub
and Executive Committees would like to receive some Balloting for all class officers the epitome of Joseph College or tract 5.)
20. Do you kiss your date the
student opinion on this project before continuing d e will be held Thursday, September Elizabeth Co-ed. If your score is first
time out? (Add 3.)
the minimum of minus 15, you
liberations. Would such a directory be worth a nickel 29, in the Administration Build rate the handle of "grind," which 21. Are you really going to setpolls will be open from
is a guy who writes his own term tie down and get ti e grades next
to you . J A mighty handy item it would prove for m a n y ing.a. The
m. to 4 p. m.
of our hustling, bustling student leaders wh o have t o Nominations, made in Assembly papers and copies Eiselen's puns semester? (Add 2.)
in his notes. Hold your hats, here
22. Do you think that the Dining
contact many different persons each week. T o the yesterday, Include the following we go!
Hall provides "Good food and good
Seniors:
President,
Marion
Alcers,
average student—what? T h a t is what the W E E K L Y
service in ideal surroundings at the
„,A„I J PI . ,
AII
• •
• .
.
. 1 Alton Hedges, Jack Roscelli; Vico QUIZ TO END
lowest
possible price?"
(Sub
would like t o know. All opinions on this topic m a y be | President, Verna Dunstan; Treas ALL QUIZZES
Do you believe professors tract 5.)
addressed to the Editor, in care of the Weekly Box a t urer, Ken Hench; Secretary, Her- are1. getting
paid for what they
23. Do you believe that what this
the Information Office, or if you haven't the urge to tha Rausch, Virginia Sack.
know rather than for what they campus needs is more traditions?
Juniors: President, Bob Kientz,
get literary, drop off your views orally with some Dick Morrall: Vice President, Pat teach? (Add one for answer in (Add 1.)
24. Do you believe that blue
member of the Executive or Publications Committees. Carson; Secretary, Betty Dixon, affirmative.)
2. Do you believe women are books are graded by tossing them
Jn one way or another, the student body is urged to Marguerite Etzel, Evelyn Carey, like street cars? . . . (Add one.) on a flight of stairs and letting
Betty Ann Smith, Jane Jordan;
speak its collective piece.
3. If you are a girl have you those that land near the top rate
Treasurer, Pat Dunlap, Hugh Mc-

A BEAUTIFUL COLLEGE

THEME AND
VARIATIONS

ever owned a beanie, two colored
combs or a peasant dress? (Add 2.)
4. If you are a boy do you
smoke a pipe, wear gum shoes, at
least one inch off the floor, or own
a model A Ford? (Add 2.)
5. Are you a Kappa Beta Phi?
(Add 5.)
6. Are you a Phi Beta Kappa?
(Subtract 5.)
7. Do you believe "Gone With
the Wind" and "Anthony Adverse"
to be the best of modern literature.
(Add 1.)
8. Do you believe that what the
Weekly needs is a few good smutty
jokes? (Add 3.)
9. Do you have at least six pic
tures in the Naranjado this year?
(Add 1.)
10. Do you read College Whirl
first in the Weekly? (Add 4.)
11. Do you vote for the political
candidate who has the noisiest
rally? (Add 1.)
12. Do you believe the days are
gone forever when a college man
spends more than $2 an evening
on a date? (Add 5.)
13. Do you make at least one
daily pilgrimage to the Cub
House? (Add 1.)
14. Do you 'believe the road be
hind the Stadium is bumpy?
(Add 5.)
15. Do you believe that all de-

A? (Add 2.)
25. Do you, on flunking a
course, tell your friends you don't
give a
•, guess you'll quit
school and work for the old man?
(Add 2.)
26. Have you ever stayed up all
night working on a dance com
mittee, wrestling decorations, ad
fatigum, and then not even gotten
a date to it? (Add 3.)
27. Do you believe that Fra
ternity Bull Sessions are good
training for life and that Sorority
Sessions are good training for
boys? (Add 2.)
28. Do you truck, shag, Big Ap
ple, Balboa, Susie Q, or act peculiar
when you hear Benny Goodman7
(Add 3.)
29. If a boy, would you go out
for the team if you weighed ten
pounds more? (Add 2.)
30. If a girl, would you go out
for the team if you weighed ten
pounds less? (very suLtell) (Add
2.)

Now take the final tabulation,
multiply it by 4.5, find three friends
who have scores and form a cor
relation, draw three deep breaths
and bake in a moderate oven. If
it floats an anvU, bottle it and let
it set for two weeks. And if you're
sorry you read this, think how
sorry you'd be if you wrote it.

Ten New Profs
At Pacific

WHAT TO LISTEN FOR
When the auditor hears orcktral music of the classical schoae
may expect clear structure,-lo;
development of themes, artsc
effects of contrast and well ilanced work without exaggeran,
In the radical modern musihe
may look for more impressioni
more effects of blended colorstat
are to be taken as a whole, aniot
analyzed into the simpler colonat
made them. He may still loojtor
artistic symmetry and contrai>ut
in a freer form than before, framodern orchestration will gl to
the auditor extremes in imprkonism and involved harmonies.
Some of the instrumental lors
may seem a little arbitrary the
beginner, but after he has 1-ned
to pick them out as well as :omposition will permit, he tk see
that they have an accurattasis.
The best thing the amateur !ener
can do is to try to hear aiypes
of music and seek to disljuish
identifying characteristics, stening to music then becomes ad
venture.

Continued From Page J
work initiated by Dr. Irving Gole
man during the past year.
Mr. Spaulding received his A.B,
at Pomona College and his A.M. at
the University of California. He has
had graduate work at Claremont
College. Since 1932 Mr. Spaulding
has been a Subject A Instructor at
the University of California.
Mi® Adina Wiens comes to the
department of household sciene
and arts to offer courses in foods
nutrition and household manage
ment Miss Wiens received her
A.B. and her M.A. degrees at the
University of California.
The newest addition to the fac
ulty is Mrs. Virginia Hixson Garri
gan, in the department of house
hold science and arts. She received
her A.B. and secondary credential
at the University of California. She
taught for three years at East
Nicolaus High School. In Stockton
Junior College she will instruct ir
clothing, home management, house
hold arts and decoration.

• • •
V . tern"10"
HEADLINE: Cal. Co-eds sJ' a°f *,d l.»v» "
Ghosts? Second story men?'"%|s3,10 L-'i
you're both wrong. They say j? '"V
in8t" "
1 '
are bugs all over the place, jf „nSl n'j"j,
1
fears were calmed, however,
.ate''1l* " a n8
diagnosis of Entymologist :)'
(say it three times fast), whof(
the critters to be common 1
ni It
IV'*1'.- !
has been having a heat WaveL'
pr®ct ''
has brought them out. Essig \1 on
they would disappear as soonti!
do'
cooled off. Meanwhile, restaur Pe0p
owners were afraid their custn jK-81""
would disappear before It
K
off. Well, they won't have l0Bi iext to
«lrC"
wait, for the wintry days are_a»peaC:eful
'
around a couple of corners, oL. gudy and I/O
mist, ain't I?
di«^rP
and
1
• • •
jane Jordan
m
DID YOU NOTICE any imtt
dont—
ear
ment in the above piece of
Wood1""'"
.Pi ; housemo
..^others to
hope so. If yon didn't reallj
our
nhi
by now, you are now in the m omega " L
of another filler. (Consult
paragraph for the correct di
tlon.) In direct contrast with " fnj dog licen*® •
style last week, I hope to give ^ P a t RaiUbnck

. "|#Para
things. Too much heavy "C... johnny Camp
(hen
bad for the digestion and the m Ann Ooldiworthjr
umn readers. It is my hope t0| ?jHsd-grooming
rJ „,inmimr It 7
you news of other colleges ; >,P»t thatf«>'a»Av
versities reproduced in a
of Arf8 room '
U1
style.
ever picked Olll
,ne a dance
NOW FOR A COUPLE of s
rhy freshmen gala
around the Cal. Campus an! , .
fella
quick dash over to San Fran; |r
to complete our column.
,,
, . .
. _ , .
ties Hudcinon
women students at Cal. have e '
ed a movement to abolish the t limps"
out system and the 2:30 loc
Irule. The question now arise SICAL MOMENTS
whether house rules really pri TCencinl!o
women or suppress 'em. Such vknne Manaryl° You."
pression; they say, is an lnsul fcr
women who come to the unive N*1"1' Hellman- 1
to study. The rules, therefore, w''h You
superfluous, because those llari Baer "No He
break them are the type that liKlaaa "l'leaie
because of bad grades. On Htaen—" I Wish
other side is the ASUC vice pi1*' to Love Me
d e n t w h o declares t h e houser S a p i r o "Must
are for the protection of the
sex. Score one for the liberals w r®es Hull "Whs
they all want to sit down and I* In My Heart?
I°t> Wentz- •"Anne's
it over.

"WRONG-WAY" CORRIGAI Ml"S QiOT,
cently visited U. C. They hun; <A 'a Daffy nil 1
the welcome sign and really did Fttmelon everywhere
thing up in style. Irish songs fid not dr°P to drl;
played on the Campanile and
steps of Wheeler Hall were
scene of a rally. Corrlgan
to meet Roy Riegels who ran
wrong way to a touchdown I
Rose Bowl game. It must have
a case of brother wanting to >
brother.
*

•

•

A LOT OF US think we
abused because we are unlu
enough to have to lug a coupli
books to school every day
Perhaps we ought to pause and
thankful for an integrated eaffli
Take, if you wish, the J. Ctroversy in San Francisco. P"
cal training is given students i(
different locations throughout
city. A trip around to each of I
would take 95 cents in carfare
$2.14 In a car at 6 cents a '
The round trip took Vh holir!
complete. The student would &
to ride 15 trolleys and make
transfers. Around those points
the time to get from place to P
revolves the main arguments
the new J. C.

viol,
<».

vec,r
ord
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Novelty Dance For
Omega Phi Alpha
Saturday Night

^ PULES:
#e're

making our own
r, anybody with a line is
jilt
lor I N C O M P L E T E D
. „.jth no penalty tor hold• on guard and we'll try
* st our signals crossed,
jgain tbe social whirl is
7 snith two dances on sked
L-end. Congrats to Mu
[(j Omega Phi for breaking
M lee.
to the "frand" who sent
j jharpener to the column.
it wasn't an axe.
j 0f watermelon last night,
fU should have served arch
ly gour grapes.
nomination for riot(,al
l.aterial—Dick Collet.
„ h. A. gang!
tllXPKK
toesn't Epsilon serve tea
, the practice field from
people

don't

go

home

,157

fan Kappa doesn't move
„,t o the Knoles' and
.peaceful circle?
Kiidy and Lora Lou have
to disagree and—
,jane Jordan and Ed DenH?
Al Woodrum escorts one
housemothers to chapel?
s Omega rhi was last Satirom four to six?
phillis Grimshaw wears a
Chi dog license?
Pat Railsback and Lois
pparable ?
j Johnny Campbell and
un Goldsworthy will be
d-grooming It?
put that faraway look in
lot Art's room-mate?
over picked Bill Ijams to
a dance?
freshmen gals giggle and—
jphomore fellows think its
Wes Hudelson doesn't get
nips?
it MOMENTS
Cencirulo—"Margy."
lie Manary—"Saving MyTou."
ji, Bellman—"I C*n't Get
With You."
a Baer—"No Regrets."
f Klaas—"Please Be Kind."
men—"I
Wish
I
Had
l to Love Me."
in Sapiro—"Music, Maestro
s Hull—"What Goes On
My Heart?"
ft'entz—"Anne's
Cousin
QUOTE:
(A la Daffy Dill)
lelon everywhere
tot a drop to drink.

10

Tiny's Scene Of
Luncheon Next
Saturday Noon

Credit for the first dance in fra-'
ternity circles will go to Omega
Bea McCarl, Les Knoles, Sally
Phi Alpha tomorrow night when
Hoge, Bob Downs, Barbara Ladmembers of that house and their
don, Dick Morrall, Pat Seavers,
guests dance to the music of Bob
Jerry Cicinato, Mary Ranney, Bill
McCormick and his Swing Stylists.
Dean, Jean Strong, George Atkins.
Under the direction of Ed Koehl- Bette Fllckinger, Doug Nelson,
er, vice president and social chair Sunny Hansen, Roily Campbell,
man, the Informal affaif is being Doris Marsh, Will Challis, Barbara
arranged by John Lucas and Bill Anne Reinle, Clem Swaggerty,
Shepard. Bob Bastian has designed Maryly Lyons, Forrest Darby, Charnovel programs in the shape of the maine Cash, Roger Cross, Mary
house as a special feature.
Barbara Baer, Herman Gaumnitz,
Doug Cossett is in charge of Barbara Gray, Doug Cossett, Roxentertainment. Two door prizes ine Hafels, Hugh McWilliams, Ad
have been selected; one is a com rian Squires, Art Irish, Muriel Lobination compact and cigaret case gerwell, Paul Rippon, Clare Pratt
and the other is a leather comb Irving Fritz,
and brush set.
Audrey King, Bud Doyle, Mildred
Decorations for the dance, which Saugstead, Ed Koehler, Dorothy
is from 9 until 1 o'clock, will be Comer, Sam Chaney, Rose Duggin
carried out in varied colored Bill Shedler, Olive Bedell, Bob
streamers.
Lauppe, Frances Blossom, Dick
Invited to act as patrons and Patriquin, Eltha Doxsee, Trc
patronesses for the occasion are Griffiths, Betty Dixon, Norm Dr * ,
Mr. and Mrs. William Lynch, Mr. Barbara Whitcomb, Dick Collett,
and Mrs. Arthur Farey and Mr. Jane Abbott, Kenny Klass, Rose
and Mrs. Chris Kjeldsen.
Lee Rowe, Bill Shepard, Janice
Among those who will be present Morrill, Howard Lewis, Jane Halet
to start the new social season are and Del Wescott.

Interfraternity Mrs. Forkner
Group Elects Honored At
Officials
Formal Tea
Election of officers took place at
the Inter-fraternity meeting which
was held by representatives of Al
pha Kappa Phi, Omega Phi Alpha
and Rho Lambda Phi, last week.
Officers elected are Bob Kientz,
Rhizomia, president; Dick Bentley,
Archania, secretary.
Inter-fraternity Council member
ship will be as follows: Archania—
Dick Bentley, George Tomasini,
Dick Eaton. Omega Phi—Dick
Patriquin, Will Challis, Ed Koehler,
Rhizomia—Park Wilson, Pat Dunlap, Bob Kientz.
The Inter-fraternity dance will
be held October 22, under the
sponsorship of the three fraterni
ties. Committee heads for the af
fair are as follows: Omega PhiDick Patriquin, decorations, Ed
Koehler, programs; Archania—Dick
Bentley, refreshments; Rhizomia—
Park Wilson, music.
Rushing plans for the fall sem
ester were discussed at the meeting
and rules formed. Each fraternity
will be limited to two rushing
events which may take place with
in a specified time, commencing
October 17 and lasting through
November 1. Silence period will
begin on the rush closing date
and last until November 3, when
respective fraternities will pledge
their men.

Approximately three hundred
friends of Mu Zeta Rho sorority
called at the house on the Pacific
campus Saturday afternoon be
tween 4 and 6 o'clock to greet
Mrs. Lucy Forkner, newly appoint
ed housemother.
Guests were received by Miss
Betty Booth, president of the
sorority, Mrs. Emmett McCombs,
president of the alumnae, Mrs.
Louis J. Vannuccini, president of
the Mothers and Patronesses Club,
and Mrs. Forkner.
Miss Beverly Miller entertained
throughout the formal affair with
incidental music.
Presiding at the tea table, which
was covered with a lovely lace
cloth and beautifully appointed in
pastel shades, were Mrs. Phoebe
White and Miss Nella Rogers.
The recently renovated rooms
of the house were lighted with
white tapers in tall candelabra.
Mrs. Forkner has spent many
years in the Orient and she brought
many rare and unusual obejects of
art to her new home.
Miss Betty Boothe is president
of the house and general chairman
of the affair.
•

*

*

ALPHA THETES
IN FORMAL RITE
At a formal dinner and initiation
held in the Alpha Theta Tau House
last night 12 new girls were initi
ated into the sorority.
Those presiding were: June Lane,
Minnie Sawyer, Artelle Baxter,
Muriel Logerwell and Margaret
George.
The initiates were Franny Branstad, Muriel Mello, Anne Hogkins,
Beatrice McCarl, Frances Hull,
Charlotte Meeske, Lois Wheeler,
Virginia Worth, Nicholina Ficovich,
Jacqueline Parker, Grace Rifberg,
and Jean Strong.

$

in sheer, sturdy

ZETAGATHEANS
HOLD MEETING
The first meeting of the Zetagathean Clubk whose membership
is composed of non-sorority wo
men, was held Thursday evening
in Anderson Hall.
Miss Doris
Bishofberger presided over the
meeting, while in an adjoining
room Mrs. Irvine Singleton pre
sided over the Mother's Club of
the organization. Following the
business meetings
the groups
combined for a program and re
freshments.

Chiffons
1 fake hard knocks grace1-.. these clear, dull chif'by Holeproof... they look
sly any place, any time. Put
on in the morning, wear
Sail day—and all evening,

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

and see what a grand
^nt you save! Newest cos

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES'*

PAT DUNLAP
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 652

Members and alumnae of Mu
Zeta Rho sorority, under the direc
tion of Mrs. Emmett McCombs
and Miss Raymonde Manuel, are
planning a luncheon meeting Sat
urday in honor of Mrs. Lucy Fork
ner, newly appointed housemother.
Tiny's will be the scene of the
luncheon at 1:30 o'clock. Decora
tions will be carried out in the
autumn theme.
Reservations have already been
received from Mesdames Forkner,
McCombs, Bradford M. Crittenden,'
Claiborne Hammond, William T.
Logan of Brentwood, George Minahen, James Thompson of Modesto,
M. Doherty of Lodi, Ernest
Rowe, Greydon Milan of Ripon,
Gordon Colberg of San Francisco,
George Crane, Jr., J. Russell Bodley, O. V. Wilson, Jr., A. M. Fisher
of Sacramento, Lawrence Farrar,
DeMarcus Brown, Floyd Taylor
of Gait, George M. King of Courtland, Carl Bergants of Sacramento,
Harold Chastain of Oakland, and
Ward Kredbs of Sacramento.
Misses Manuel, Lucy ' Hawley,
Mona Belle Hench, Mary Liscom,
Jean McCollum, Virginia Morris,
Erma Akers, Zelma Burson, Bobby
Lee Campbell, Hazel Cheatham of
Lodi, Mary Ranney, Arlene Harder,
Betty Dixon, Betty Boothe of Paso
Robles, Pat Carson, Frances Hall
mark of Oakland, Elsie Orsi, Hertha Rausch', Marie Quinn of Brent
wood, Georgia Smith, Geraldine
Trethaway, Frances Hall, Mildred
Harrison, Louise Peterson of Sac
ramento, and Margaret Hench of
Woodland.

Quality Doubly Certified by
Good Housekeeping and the
Better Fabrics Testing Bureau

Alpha* Theta Tau
Honors Faculty
At Formal Tea
Plans for a gala tea are being
planned by Alpha Theta Tau for
the College of the Pacific and
Junior College faculty, Sunday
afternoon, from 3 to 5 o'clock.
With a beautiful candlelight cere
mony, 150 guests will be received
by members .of the sorority. The
house will be decorated in de
lightful shades of green and white,
forming an attractive setting for
the afternoon affair.
Receiving the honored guests are
Miss Marie Doman, housemother;
Miss June Lane, president; and
Miss Minnie Sawyer, vice-president.
Miss Betty Jean Asley and Miss
Geraldine Patton will preside at the
tea table. Chairman of the tea is
Muriel Logerwell, with Miss Betty
Fllckinger and Miss Bessie Fraser
assisting.

Mu Zeta Rho Opens
Fall Social Season
With Supper-Dance

Miss Grace Carter and Dean Opal
Berg presided Sunday afternoon
at a formal garden tea honoring
the new faculty members and their
Starting the social season in so-^wives.
rority circles, Mu Zeta Rho will pre
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Norman,
Emery Fast and Mrs. Lucy Fork
side tonight at an informal buffet
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Gardner, Mr. and
ner, housemother.
supper
and
dance.
This
first
event
Mrs. Gordon Spaulding, Mr. and
Among the members of the so
of the season, beginning at 7:30
Mrs. Fred J. Clark, Mr. and Mrs.
o'clock, is under the general chair rority and their escorts who will
Thomas E. Connolly, Mr. and Mrs.
manship of Frances Hallmark.
attend the buffet supper and re
E. R. Nichols, Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
Plans have been made for a main for dancing are:
Betz, Mr. and Mrs. John Arnold,
minimu: • of decorations, thus
Frances Hallmark, Betty Booth,
Miss Grace Cornog, and Miss Adina
carrying out the informal theme. Frances Richardson, Doris Marsh,
Weins were the honored guests at
Autumn flowers will lend a deco Betty Dixon, Phyllis Grimshaw,
the delightful occasion.
rative note.
Vivienne Manary, Pat Carson, Rita
In the receiving line with Miss
Assisting Miss Hallmark in com Folsom, Janice Morrill, Junan BronCarter and Dean Berg were Mrs.
pleting arrangements for the affair zich, Mary Ranney, Meri Wolf and
Tully C. Knoles and Mrs. Dwayne
are the Misses Phyllis Grimshaw, Hertha Rausch.
Orton.
Hertha Rausch, Rita Folsum and
Bob Wentz, El Seville, Hal KniveGuests were served from four
Arlyne Harder.
ton, Willie Challis, Norm Davis,
until six o'clock by the Misses
•
*
•
Invited \o act as patrons and Barre Stephens ,Bob Wilkinson, Bob
Marie Allen, Marie Breniman, Marpatronesses for the evening are Adamina, Ernie Reed, Howard
jorie Covert, Ellen Deering, Eleanor
Miss Josephine Smith, Mr. Bill Lewis, Zeke Evans, Park Wilson,
McCann, Mae Shaw, and Josephine
Ijams, Miss Eleanor McCann, Mr. Jerry Keithley and Al Irwin.
Smith.
The tea table, attractively ap
pointed with yellow zennias, was
set Under the trees in the colorful «
Showing gowns for campus,
garden of Miss Carter's Pacific
manor home. Mesdames C. E. Cor- street and evening occasions, the
•
bin, J. H. Corson, Fred L. Farley, Associated Women Students will
Elected
Wednesday
evening
at
Miss Mae Shaw, physical educa
and O. H. Ritter assisted the two give their annual fashion show and
regular meeting were the officers tion professor of the College of the
hostesses.
tea in the Outdoor Theatre on of the Pacific Cooperative House
•
•
•
Pacific and the Stockton Junior
Thursday, September 29, from four for the fall semester, 1938. Head
College, is conducting a ballroom
ing
the
Co-op
Executive
Board
by
to five-thirty.
virtue of her election as president dancing class every Monday eve
Models will represent Mu Zeta will be Mary Lomprey.
ning from seven to eight.
Rho, Alpha Theta Tau, Epsilon
Other officers chosen by the or
This 'class, an entirely unofficial
Lambda Sigma, Tau Kappa Kappa, ganization include Orveil Fletcher,
enterprise
offered through the per
Manor Hall, Co-operative House house manager; Henry Hobson,
bookkeeper; Irvin rubbs, treasurer; sonal initiative of Miss Shaw, is
•
•
«
and Women's Hall. Miss Grace
Janet Lehman, secretary. These open to anyone in either the
Cornog, instructor of costume de
four were re-elected to their respec Junior or Senior College. It is es
Five thousand miles in three signing and textiles, will be the
tive posts. Miss Lomprey succeeds
pecially designed for those who
commentator.
Modeling
will
start
weeks was the record set by
Henry Hobson as president.
at four-thirty.
don't
know how to dance but would
*
»
*
Madge Hepburn, Dicky Jacobs
In the receiving line will be Miss
like to learn. Anyone who knows
and Jane Stuart. In the beginning, Betty Rae Stone, Dean Opal Berg,
how to dance a little, but would
their goal was Banff and Lake Miss Grace Cornog, Miss Alma
I n f o r m a l announcement was
like to improve his skill is also
Weins.
Miss
Muriel
Logerwell
is
made September 3 of the engage Louise; but when tho adventuring in charge of the affair. Assisting
welcome, added Miss Shaw.
ment of Barbara Jane Gray to three started scrutinizing the Ca her are Committee Chairman Betty
Erwin Farley, president, P. S. A.,
The class will meet for four or
.Doug Cossett.
nadian mounties, they decided to Rae Stone, tea; Alice Tilton, music; has had the signal honor of being five sessions at the same hour,
Miss Gray, the daughter of Mr.
elected Men's Student Chairman Monday from seven till eight. The
extend their wanderings to Jas Beverly Wright, publicity.
and Mrs. Arthur H. Gray of Oak
Models who have been definitely of the Asilomar Conference for '38 opening session was held for fortyper
National
Park.
land, is a former student of Stan
chosen are Jane Jordan, Eunice and '39. The first meeting of the four students last Monday evening,
ford University and is now attend
fTfiey reported the roads to be Hood, Grace Rifberg, formals; Asilomar Planning Committee is to
and additions to that number are
ing Mills College. While at Stanr
ewn with bits of the rocks of Marion Bach, Roxine Hasely, Mar be held at the University of Cali invited. The cost is a purely nom
ford she belonged to Chi Omega
[1 ages, the result a feat—tire to garet George, street ensembles; fornia Saturday and Sunday, Sep inal one to pay for the services of
sorority.
Jean Arnot, compus clothes.
tember 24-25.
a pianist.
rou!
Dicky, the mechanically-inMr. Cossett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin D. Cossett of Oakland, is a Sclined member of the trio, desophomore at Pacific, where he
'clared that four minutes was tho
affiliated with Omega Phi Alpha.
He is a music major and prominent maximum time for changing any
in the order of De Molay.
tire. Did she succeed? Sh-h-h.
No date has been set for the She couldn's even find the spare
wedding.
tire. Who knows, maybe it was
340 I MAIN ST.

A. W. S. Plans
Fashion Tea

MANOR HALL
ELECTS NEW
OFFICERS
With a population totally femi
nine, the newly-created Manor Hall,
for the first time in years is antici
pating a very satisfactory year
under the direction of Mrs. Eliza
beth Orr, housem&ther. House offi
cers elected at a meeting Monday
night are; President, Mildred Baptista; vice president, Mary Taylor;
secretary-treasurer, Kathryn Macdonald, and class representatives,
Doris Hancock, Polly Parsons,
Edith Kidder and May Weigart.
The girls have met with Miss Berg
and discussed all phases of house
organization. Plans for an informal
dance are being arranged by a
committee of house officers.
* * *

HOOKENS HEAD
MEN'S DORIM
Tuesday night the Men's Dormi
tory had its annual election. Judg
ing from the turnout, the Dorm
seems to be pretty serious about
putting the Dorm events over with
a bang.
Mitch Hookens was elected presi
dent. Mitch gave a serious talk to
the boys about noise making and
putting Men's Dorm on the map
this year.
Bob Stark was elected vice-presi
dent and Murray Hunt secretarytreasurer. After the election coffee
and doughnuts were served to the
boys by Mrs. Jackson. Mrs. Jack
son surprised the boys by giving
them permission to use the attic for
installing a playroom. A fine speech
was also given by Mr. Corson, who
told the boys about the dorms of
Pacific years ago.
*

*

CO-OP ELECTS
LOMPREY PRES.

Ballroom Class Is
Shaw's Project

Vacation Tour
Lures Three
Epsilons

COSSETT-GRAY
ENGAGEMENT
ANNOUNCED

rwin Farley Heads
Asilomar Meet

tlfe disgrace of it all—anyway,
Dicky deserted the Ford at Van
couver and flew back to San
Francisco.
But it wasn't as
simple as all of that, she missed
her plane in Seattle; and when
auntie greeted her at the home
port, she had 2 cents left in her
pocket. And while we are on tho
subject of Miss Jacobs, every
three hours she took the wheel—
the rest of the time was spent
catching up on sleep. Cal really
took its toll as far as this little
gal is concerned!!!
Their longest stop was throe
days in Portland, and we wonder
why??? Just in case you are in
doubt, that city is the home of
Tom Coffey. Remember the Hepburn-Coffey set-up of last year?
Jane spent all of her time
catching up on vitamins. Stevie
also gathered a great deil of ma
terial for her beginning classes on
pre-historic lands—this is her first
year of teaching.
Have you
noticed those plaid suspenders that
Premo
has
been
shouldering
lately. They are a portion of
Jane's pre-historic find!
The three managed to come
back with enough fur coats,
plaids, linen, sweaters and brace
let charms to keep them well sup
plied during the coming winter.
The main headings on their
itinerary included Montana, Idaho,
Alberta, British .Columbia, Oregon,
Washington and three national
parks, namely, Rainier, Glacier
and Crater.
The wonderful part of the whole
thing is that they are all in one
piece and still very good friends!

STOCKTON

PHONE 3037

UNDRESSING

• Our pictures tell the
story! You simply can't
do without a Vassarette
at college — and who
wants to? It's not only
Vassarette Pantie-Girdles never
what a Vassarette does
crawl and never bind. And they have
for your hips and your
detachable, Inviz-a-grip garters! $5.
waistline (which is plenty)
hut what it does for your morale. You look casual and
unconcerned about clothes and curves. You feel that way*
too. Because in a Vassarette you're elegantly controlled and
free as air...all at the same time! Before you buy a stitch
for school—let our Corset Salon show you what a Vassarette
can do for your college standing. Not to mention sitting!

$5 and $750
82k

*

The Clavilux, or color organ,
will be presented in a recital by
the San Francisco Museum of Art
in the Civic Center, San Francisco
on the afternoon of Wednesday,
November 9.

S EM I- S I * V I CE
also at the some low pricevery good-looking ...strong,
smart . , , lisle top and toot.

Carter, Berg
Preside Over
Formal Tea

CUB HOUSE
YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM
A GOOD PLACE TO

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

Pacific Avenue
Beauty Shoppe
Just the Shoppe for the
C OL L E GE GIRL"
WHERE
SHAMPOOS
AN1 >
FINGERWAVES ARE ONLY
$1.00 AND PERMANENTS
ARE POPULAR PRICES

For Appointmen
Phone 1147

: V„

This Vassarette All-in-One far big
evenings. No hack at all but what a
bosom companion. And a mere $7.50.
EXCLUSIVELY

College classic. Our famous No. 5
VassareUe Girdle. The pleasantest
form of self-control. Also $5.

IN WONDER FOUNDATION SHOP

STREET FLOOR
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Frosh Look Good
In First Practice
By ALEX DONSKER

Injuries Hamper Team's Chances As
Babes Gun For Santa Rosa

Joining the e v e r -Increasing horde
of football prognostlcators, the kind
of guys who think they can fore
By MANUEL BELITSKY
tell a football contest (and can't)
Holding their first scrimmage with a medium of
Is this columnist, who says that an
the Bengal Babes last Saturday under the digagy way to pick up a little easy success
success,
uie
6 "master
,
money is to bet on Cai to take st. I
i.on
the two
minds, "Stonewall" Jackson
Marys and Santa Clara to drub | recuoii
ul
_
,
and Christopher Kjeldson, ripped up the gridiron in a
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That Loyola Voyage
It'll Be A Dinger
Says Ben Savelll

fit

Coaches "Still
|As Loyola Tilt Nea
Loyola Lions
[Overwhelm
[Cal Tech, 51-0

•train, the conductor had to collect

"Temper Is figidity,' 'or sumpin
like that. In other words, now is
the time for all good men . . . Oh,
pardon me. . . . Now is the time to
start saving your five centses and
dimeses. The Loyola game is draw
ing closer every day.
Why, I can remember last year,
when the team was departing for
the first away-from-home game,
the throngs of people saying goodby to the team. Ah! whatta crowd.
There were people from every
where.
We had celebrities from all over
Hollywood who weren't there. Let s
see. . . . President Roosevelt and
Grange and Clark Gable
weren't there. Why, even Joe E.
Brown didn't show up. I'll never
forget that day. Soooo you see what
mean. . . . You really CAN'T miss
the trip to L. A.
When the team left last year. . . .
Ah, last year was the year. . . .
People jammed the station for
hours. It was so crowded on the

the tickets on the way back.
The grand spectacle of seeing

Tommy Lieb's Eleven
Has Varied Attack
In Season Opener

Bongdls Drilled In Fundamentals,
Inconsistency Mars Sessions
As Pacific's grid edition moves into its seconi
of practice, Coaches Stagg and Frances are still 1
for those men who will be in the starting ^e-up
the whistle blows and Stags'' "Forty-Nine^ opej
grid season against

On Guard

g

improvement in many depa:
of the game. The squaf
whole is faster than last yt; j
blocking and tackling has t;
a new viciousness with tr j
really playing for keeps. gj|]

Stanford.
.
half-hour set-to which saw six men slightly in
all those Pacific students down at
As for the Pacific-Loyola clash] fierce
jured.
The
boys are tackling hard
Los Angeles, left Hollywood fans
of next week . . . well ... I think
I'll wait 'till next week for that for so early in the season and the
dumbfounded! "Harpo" Marx |
' air" ilast
*ccU
"
ao
yoii
Billy GilThe Loyola Lions from down
one.
Frosh opponents will know that
couldn't say a word.
11
and' Eddie (I South will now be known as the
MORE LATERAL PASSES
BENGALS IRREGULAR pi ^ jt?
they have been In a battle when
be.r.t mm" Eddie—Personality Plus, I Roaring Lions of Loyola because
{e'
The lateral pass, according to
Inconsistency has been tfyu P'"
you
oU
call him Eddie-Person^y
^ overwhelming _defeat_of
they tangle with the younger set of
those In the know, is in for more
of the Tigers in tOJh' y - «<geK
that's
me)
Bergen
boo
the Engineers of Cal Tech. The
of a workout than in past seasons. C. O. P.
weeks of practice.
For
make McCarthy talk ... the block
Art Paulson, Johnny Camicia,
score, by the way, amounted to
The lateral pass may be to football
nights in a row the boys
head. I would have taken my hat
Walt
Laederlch,
Leo
Johnson,
and
to
something like 51 points for Tommy
. , i
today what the forward pass was to
like a house on fire, as ti „oncur -ttitud®
off to the spectacle, that's if'n I
Willie Boyarsky, who Incidentally
, ,,-erdina: '1 1
Lieb's eleven, and Cal Tech got
the g&xpe some 20 years ago.
had
my
hair
last
year
and
if'n
I
had
lives
depended
on
the
the well-known goose egg.
Correct timing and perfect hand looks like one of the best guard
>and " rritory
. the
*he lc"J„dizCd invft'i
then will come a bad strea.
a hat.
>nv
ling of the ball is the essential prospects since the days when
media''1
After the game, do you think the 12-0 AT HALF
the fellows look like thejlli
Rollie
Campbell
used
to
cavort
|
JUP«
thing. When this Is done this play
The scrappy Engineers held Loyfans were disappointed. Nosiree. .
i vvh'
edition of Kaltenmyer's Kitsflj
may prove as effective as any line around, all these men sustained inbog
spoil ts.
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Veteran Back

Nevada Team
Looks Tough

Frosh Will Not
Enter League

Wolves Open Against
College Of Idaho

Spartans Defeat
Arizona State

New Instructor At
Riding Stables

Show Promise

Wolves Hire
New Coach

Mar+inovich With
Pro Gridders
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1938 Football Roster

CLOWES' DAIRY

Farm
West's Lane

FROSH FOOTBALL ROSTER
FOR 1938

W. A . A.

Gal-iivmiliigs

Phone

solini

Follow the Crowd to

Johnny's Meat Market

-OPEN TILL 2

I

2026 Pacific Ave. — Free Delivery — Phone 7221

•• • •

AT YOUR
SERVICE

See ub for Tennis Rackets, Tennis Balls
and Tennis Shoes.

E D B E R G E R'S

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL-OIL
•WE OIL

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

tlephone 5100
in, California

| 'TWO QUARTS OF WATER, WIPE OFF 'BR NOSEP =

BOBB INN
Fountain-Curb Service'
On El Dorado

i PAT MIRAGUO'S MOTOR SERVICE i
I

LUBRICATION

j 2405 Pacific Ave.
BUS AITKFN

1

«
'

INV"-

We Carry a Complete

East Main Street
. JEWELERS .

Fountain Pens, Binders, College Jewel
ry, Art and Drawing Supplies.
I ;xaph work and supplies.

-YOST BRQSm
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lege Boys
. . . Because Fiv^'^- Sj.
College of Pacl|(jeit 'Sh
now work at Yost !® 0

Hart Schaffner
Suits and ToacCj
0f " 'u,
Stetson Hatb^ e^^
Arrow Shirts 8 % S A ioke8lh® hr.
Interwoven Sf u^ 61
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MOTOR TUNE UP

Phone 10427 1
PAT MIRAGLIO

FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY
iniiiiiiiiiiiiHiiuiiuniimiAwuiiuiiiiiiiiffla^ ami Jj
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CCQTMes FO? A

320 E. MAIN ST
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